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IMPROVING CUSTOMER LOYALTY THROUGH
PROACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS
By Ben Levitan, CEO, EnvoyWorldWide

anticipates needs and
streamlines the delivery of that
information, making each
interaction quick and
resourceful. While many
companies understand the
need to personalize and
streamline interactions, there
is still a lag between
knowledge of the situation and
actual implementation of the
practice.

“Improving customer loyalty” is the ultimate raison d’etre of the call
center. As economic and regulatory pressures continue to squeeze
the enterprise, the need to ensure customer satisfaction has made
the art of customer communications a tenuous proposition. Too
often, customer service professionals are consumed with efforts to
put out the fires of dissatisfaction. Few call centers have embraced
the idea of proactive customer care – the ability to reach out to
customers before they have a chance to become dissatisfied.

One of the main hurdles in
streamlining the process is
that most customer-tobusiness communication is
initiated by the customer.
Inbound calls to a call center
immediately generate a
reactionary feeling, as the
customer initiates the dialog.
Often, these calls are of the
routine and repetitive variety,
focusing on items such as
account balances or shipping
times.

As call centers become more engrained in strategic initiatives, they
require innovative thinking and models that leverage proactive
customer outreach programs that are cost effective and efficient –
mitigating customer service issues before they arise. Customer
notification services can be an ideal solution for companies looking
to deliver customer welcome calls, payment reminders, new
service/upgrade information, and various other personalized and
value-added touches.
By proactively making contact at each step in the customer
relationship lifecycle, businesses can increase customer loyalty
while diffusing potentially frustrating situations and more effectively
allocating agent time and resource.
The Interaction Begins
When a customer purchases goods or services, the customer
begins an ongoing business relationship with the enterprise. Good
businesses recognize that the potential for profitably lies in how it
maintains and strengthens the customer relationship over time.
Because customers generally place significant value on the quality
and speed of interactions, the quicker and easier the enterprise can
make interactions for the customer, the more likely they will remain a
loyal consumer.

The inability to preempt

inbound inquiries can have a
negative impact on customer
satisfaction. The more times
a customer has to call to
resolve a problem or obtain
information, the more likely
they are to become frustrated
or dissatisfied with the
business, jeopardizing the
relationship. As many
wireless, credit card and ISP
companies have learned over
the past few years, increased
customer frustration leads to
churn. Given the enormous
economic and competitive
pressures most businesses
face, combined with the
mounting choices consumers
have, preventing customer
churn has become a mantra
readily embraced across all
industries.
More companies are seeking
solutions that will enable them
to effectively communicate
with the customer while
significantly reducing the

At almost every phase of the customer lifecycle, companies can
distinguish themselves from the competition with customer care that
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number of inbound calls a
contact center receives.
Companies can no longer wait
for the customer to initiate the
dialogue regarding products
and services. To effectively
communicate with the customer
and diffuse the potential for
negative interactions,
companies need to alter
traditional businesses practices
and become more proactive in
the customer communication
arena.
Getting Proactive – Know
Your Audience
The first step in proactive
communications is to develop
an understanding and
knowledge base about the
target audience. Customer
preferences should be the
driver behind all proactive
communications campaigns.
As demonstrated by the
tremendous support and
advocacy of the Do Not Call
list, consumers do not want to
be bothered by outbound calls
of limited value. Customers
need to be in control of how
they are communicated to,
deciding when, where, how and
how often they are contacted.
Proactive customer care means
providing the customer with
options that let them control the
means of communications and
can be achieved by letting the
customer opt-in to such
services.

The purpose of a proactive
campaign is not to bombard
customers with outbound
communications, rather, to
provide relevant insightful
information that the customer
will find valuable, and
ultimately, be willing to pick up
the phone to hear about.

Proactively pushing the
information to the customer on
their terms lessens inbound call
volume for the contact center
and deflects the opportunity for
frustration to set in, an
important step in increasing
customer loyalty.
Getting Proactive –
Information You Can Use

Getting Proactive – Tailoring
Information Delivery

Generating customer loyalty
usually means giving the
customer what they want.
Proactive customer
communications gives the
customer control options,
varying from how they want to
be communicated to, to when
they want it; it also means that
they have an opportunity to
complete transactions rather
than just receiving information.

Determining how and when to
contact a customer is
paramount to the success or
failure of a good proactive
communications program.
Proactive customer programs
need to be tailored to fit to
individual customer’s
preferences. Businesses need
to personalize the interactions,
delivering the relevant
information when, where and
how the customer wants.

Providing customers with
relevant information deflects the
potential for inbound calls.
Organizations across all
industries have the opportunity
to provide proactive customer
care. For example:

Technology advances have
provided customers with a
growing choice of
communications platforms.
Along with traditional modes of
communications, like phone
and fax, the proliferation of
multiple communications
devices such as email,
wireless, and SMS have
created new ways for
customers to glean relevant
business information. It also
provides businesses with the
opportunity to further
personalize their interactions.

Telecommunications companies
can notify customers if they are
reaching usage thresholds by
offering alterative minutes
plans, provide information on
account balances and options to
pay by credit card or to bridge
them to an agent, and welcome
new customers and verify plan
type and contact information.
Financial service organizations
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can proactively keep borrowers
up to date on loan status, and
integrate with fraud detection
systems to alert customer when
suspicious activity occurs.
Insurers can speed up the
claims settlement process by
notifying customers on
settlement status, inform them
of policy and rate changes; or
make them aware of missing
paperwork.
Utilities can notify customers of
overdue account balances, alert
critical care facilities of
impending outages and inform
customers of rate changes.
A Side Benefit – Reducing
Labor Costs and Increasing
Service Level
Proactively pushing information,
such as account balances and
expected product shipment
dates, to customers alleviates
the flood of routine calls that
can often cripple productivity.
As a result, call centers will be
able to dedicate more time to
the critical problem calls,
inbound inquiries that need to
be attended to due to threat of
client loss.
The call center units of the
enterprise are undergoing a
transformation. While federal
regulations such as the Do Not
Call list have hampered the
marketing practices of the call
center, increased competitive
pressures have forced the
customer care business units to

reexamine their businesses
practices to reduce customer
churn. Enterprises increasingly
need to recognize that the path
to profitability often lies in
maintaining and strengthening
the business relationships with
customers. Customers place
significant value on the quality
and speed of interactions. When
these standards of measure are
not met, customer frustration
results, a step in the direction of
losing that customer’s business.
As businesses in industries such
as the credit card and wireless
markets continue to see their
products and services become
commoditized, the mitigating
factor in achieving profitably is
increasingly becoming customer
service. A happy customer is a
loyal customer, and a loyal
customer tends to be a profitable
customer. Proactive
communications can go a long
way toward “getting to happy.”
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No matter how much information
and numbers the management
team has available to them, no
one can argue with actual
customer feedback. With the
Voice of the Customer (VOC) in
hand, management can hear
what customers are saying –
about your company, your
service and the individual
representatives who assisted
them. Customer satisfaction,
word of mouth, and loyalty
impact the bottom line. Use
post-call surveys to get the right
information you need to prove
your value to the organization.
A continuous measurement
program allows for an ongoing
ROI assessment to occur. But
how? It is not as difficult as you
might think.

Customer-Driven Knowledge
and Proving your Contact
Center’s Value
By Dr. Jodie Monger and Anne
Nickerson
In today’s time of constant cost
cutting and cutbacks, some
contact centers have found the
acceptable way to prove their
worth to the organization and
prevent wrongful cuts that can
damage service quality. Center
managers are challenged to
defend their department as
executives and CFOs, many
unfamiliar with contact center
operations, review plans and

The Best Offense is a Good
Defense
The first step is to verify that you
are collecting the right kind of
customer satisfaction data from
your customers. This is where
most companies lack the
understanding or know-how to
launch a good offense. Without
the right kind of information, the
true voice of the customer is not
heard and an ROI measurement
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becomes an invalid, unreliable
measurement. If you, as many
companies are doing, are only
collecting numeric satisfaction
scores, you only have part of the
story about how the customer
feels about their interaction.
What you truly need is an
effective VOC program that
collects scores AND comments.
You need the “Why?” part. Be
certain that the customer can
elaborate on their scoring about
the service interaction… in their
own voice. It’s the feelings and
intent behind the scores and
analysis that are critical to the
improvement process.
The second step is to capture
the caller satisfaction data at the
right time. The best method for
an accurate and reliable VOC
measurement is through
immediate post-call surveys.
The evaluations are completed
immediately after the interaction
with the agent and allow the
caller to answer both qualitative
and quantitative questions about
their interaction. According to
scientific research, analysis from
evaluations that are delayed has
several biases (errors) and is,
therefore, not as reliable. Using
a delayed evaluation program
for a service interaction is based
on the caller’s recall of the
interaction. Anything other than
real-time measurement
inherently introduces this recall
bias (error). Use delayed
methods to assess other types
of service quality, for example,
the follow up process or the

correction of billing problems.
One of the key advantages to
surveys taken with the
“immediately following the
interaction” method, is that all
the customer information,
including qualitative and
quantitative feedback, can be
directly and accurately linked
to the CSR who handled the
interaction. Accuracy is
possible if you properly review
and scrub the data. This
powerful tool allows direct
access to specific details
about the interaction with the
customer and pinpoints, better
than any other tool, specific
behaviors that agents can be
trained and coached upon. It
is here where the ROI
measurement starts to take
form.
Customer Intelligence is the
Foundation
In the previous articles in the
series
(http://www.metrics.net/Articles
.asp), Metrics and Call Center

Coach gave you specific
examples of how the
comments from the customers
can be used to enhance your
training and coaching
programs. While the articles
provide more examples, here
is a sample of how you can
use the information from
customer comments:
“I feel the employee answered
the questions, but there were
no feelings behind the
answers. I asked a question
and the answer was just ‘no’.
I think there could have been
a little more feeling or ‘I’m
sorry, we don’t offer that
feature.’ It was almost like I
was speaking with a computer.
Thank you.”
“Don’t rush through the call.
Help the customer with
whatever they have. Answer
the questions fully.”
These comments offer an
opportunity to go back to the
agent directly and coach them

on how they are being
perceived by the customer.
Since representatives take call
after call, the work does
become monotonous, and
sounding like an indifferent
machine sneaks into their voice
tone, pace and genuine
interest in the caller’s needs.
Sometimes, we have not given
representatives the ability to
offer alternatives that will
satisfy the customer. These
types of issues will affect the
caller’s satisfaction with call.
When agents must enforce
corporate policies, satisfaction
is also affected:
“My issue isn’t with the
representative, but with the
policy of this company. This
can’t get handled until next
week. That’s a very weak
policy on behalf of this
company. This will affect my
future purchase decisions.”
“Offer some kind of
acknowledgement...Your

customer service offered no
help. I realize it’s your policy,
but it wasn’t very good.”
These comments offer an
opportunity to train agents to
constructively “read policy” in a
way consumers understand
and accept as fair to both
parties. First and foremost,
companies need to frequently
review policies to ensure they
are fairly serving both the
customer and company.
Agents need to understand the
intent behind policies, rather
than use them as a crutch.
The customer comments above
give us some insight in how to
coach agent behaviors. For
example, putting a different
spin on how information is
delivered can make all the
difference to customers.
Compare these two
statements: “Our policy is that
you cannot get your payment
for at least a month” versus
saying to the customer, “I
understand you were expecting
a different outcome. I am
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forwarding your request to our
specialists who will review
your situation. You can expect
a follow up call no later than
the end of this week.” A
customer’s psychological
response to the first will be
defensive, whereas the
second statement shows the
customer that the agent is
doing what is within their
control to help out.
As the comments show, there
are many ways that the
customer responses can aid in
the training and coaching of
your representatives. How
does this fit into the big ROI
picture? Since this information
is directly from the customers,
it gives you insight into how to
improve your training and
coaching programs within the
center. The improvement of
the service delivery should be
directly linked to customer
satisfaction scores. As you
make changes based on
customer insights, track the
ROI of your center. You
should also track employee
satisfaction over time so you
have the link for your center to
prove what the research
shows - with happier agents
come happier customers.
Agents are happier because
compensation and scoring are
tied to more meaningful Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs)
and more meaningful
feedback and development is
possible. Customers are

happier because they are
increasingly getting better
service from your center.
Outcomes from the voice of
the customer measurement
program are felt by customers,
employees and the company.

the center is returning for the
investment made in this
required channel.
By using the P&L statement
below that was created for a
250 seat contact center, you
can easily see the impact the
voice of the customer can have
on the value of the center and
ultimately the company. Using
this type of reporting and
analysis, you can easily
communicate to executive
management the value of
coaching and training in your
center and the impact of
greater or poor service delivery.

The Contact Center is a
Strategic Weapon
Stand up and claim the value
that is derived from your
contact center. Your agents
are the relationship manager
for your customers and you
have the power to protect or
destroy that relationship. The
financial report for your center
is more than “how much is
your budget and how many
calls do you take for that
money?” Do not allow your
worth to be looked at strictly
from a cost-productivity
perspective. Think customer
relationship management
center. Think protector of the
customer base. Think
revenue enhancer or producer.
Think strategic weapon for
your company. Now talk about
the value of your center!!

In conjunction with the P&L,
the below formula can be
customized to your
environment. An ROI should
be applied to the center, to
each team and even to the
individual agent. Use the ROI
to prove the value of your
coaching and training
programs, the value of
technology investments, and
everything else that is
ultimately felt by the customer.

Building the Offense
Focus on developing a Profit
and Loss Statement (P&L) and
an ROI for your center (and
then for each team) that
underscores its value to the
organization. Take credit for
protecting the relationship only
at the delighted level; take
responsibility for damaging the
relationship and prove what

As you can imagine, as you
use the VOC program in your
center and for the training and
coaching programs, the
percentage of delighted callers
will increase and the
percentage dissatisfied callers
will decrease. Therefore your
ROI will be positively impacted
as long as you invest your
resources wisely. It is with
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these numbers that you will be
able to armor yourself when
management and the CFO
come calling. In the end, you
will have more satisfied
customers, agents, and the
voice of the customer will be
loud and clear to your
management team.
Dr. Jodie Monger is the
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Relationship Metrics,
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satisfaction research for the
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Putting Clients First
By Dennis Grieco, SVP
Richardson
Forget the “Me” generation—it
is time for the “You”
generation. And in today’s
competitive sales world, the
“You” can only be one
person…the Client.
Yet, while many sales
organizations claim to put their
clients first, the clients
themselves would claim
otherwise. Why is this so? Is
it truly that difficult to stop
product dumping and sales
pitching? Is it that hard to
stop talking and start
listening? Or maybe it is
simply that salespeople today
are being pushed too hard to
focus on the number of sales
they generate rather than the
depth of relationships they
build.
Whatever it is, it is time to get
back to the client, the one
person who really matters. To
help get the focus back on the

clients will respect you.

client, let’s look at what clients
want and need these days.
Consider the following 5 key
points as your Client’s Wish
List:

Know My Business
It isn’t enough just to know
your own business today—you
must also know the client’s
business. This can mean a
number of things, from doing
research on the client and/or
the client’s company before
you meet to doing extensive
research within and outside of
your own organization to get a
clearer picture of the client. It
means finding out more than
just the number of accounts the
client has with you (or the
balances in those accounts)
and finding out what the client
is like, what his/her interests
are, and then determining the
best approach to connecting
with that client. The quicker
you can customize what you
say to the client, the quicker
and deeper the connection will
be. Of course, this does not
include divulging any
confidential information you
may find out in your research,
but it does mean that you can
put a strategy in place for how
to best build a relationship with
this client. Finally, this also
means that you should be
spending more time asking the
client about him/herself rather
than talking non-stop about
how wonderful you are. Keep
in mind that no one is more
fascinating to the client than
the client. If you are equally
fascinated by the client, you

Know Your Business
First and foremost,
salespeople need to recognize
the importance of knowing
their own business. If you are
to be credible, if you are to be
trustworthy, you must know
the full scope of your business
and all that means. It includes
knowing everything you can
about your own organization—
it’s products and services, it’s
protocol, it’s way of processing
things. It is knowing about
your industry and all that is
going on within that industry,
including trends, hot issues,
economic impact on
customers, regulations, etc.
And it is also knowing as
much as you can about your
competition—who they are
and how they are doing—as
well as knowing where you
have competitive advantages
over everyone else and where
you are potentially vulnerable.
Being able to position yourself
effectively against the
competition is a must for
successful salespeople. Many
clients today don’t want to
have to do the comparisons
themselves, which simply
means that you have to be
prepared to do it for them.
Know your business and your
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will reap different results.
Remember that knowing the
client’s business indicates that
you are organized and
prepared and that you care
enough to avoid “winging it.”
Know your client’s business
and your clients will be
impressed.
Partner, Don’t Pitch
While anyone can do a sales
“pitch,” not anyone can truly
partner with a client.
Partnering takes much more
than simply knowing your
products and services and
talking about them ad
nauseum. It means much
more than reciting your
memorized “sales speech” or
your marketing script. It means
you are more concerned about
what the client wants and
needs and more concerned
about building a trusting
relationship than forcing the
client to “buy things” from you.
Poor salespeople talk about
“partnering.” Great
salespeople do it. Clients
today need to trust you,
respect you, and yes, even like
you, if they are to do business
with you. They have too many
choices and too many options
to settle for less. They are also
more concerned today with
making the wrong buying
decision. How you approach
your clients will tell them
everything they need to know
about your motives. Are you

out to make your numbers or
are you more interested in
truly fulfilling client needs?
Clients can tell the difference
and it will impact their
decisions. Consider this:
while most clients today do not
want to be “sold to” or “sold
at,” they do “want to buy.”
Selling to or at someone is
simply painful for all involved
and it focuses more on the
product and the sale than on
the client. Clients, however,
like to buy—so smart
salespeople today are more
focused on helping the client
make a meaningful, informed,
educated buying decision than
they are on making the sale.
Ironically, if you help them buy,
the sale will come naturally
and painlessly. Partners help
clients make important buying

decisions; Pitch-people dump
information and hope for the
best.
Add Value
Everyone talks about adding
value. What they mostly
forget about is how to do it
effectively. Basically, they
need to recognize that the
only person who determines
what is value-added is the
client. Not they themselves,
not their management, not
their marketing departments.
Only the client can make this
determination and the best
way for salespeople today to
understand the client’s
viewpoint on this is to ask
great questions and then listen
to the answers. If you listen
with your ears and your eyes,
clients will tell you what they

want and what is important to
them. And if you are having
trouble reading a client, ask
about their priorities, what is
important to them, and what
they are looking for that will
make the experience and the
relationship worth their time
and effort. Adding value
cannot simply be a phrase that
you hope the client believes, it
has to be an attitude and an
approach that meets and/or
exceeds their expectations.
Add value from the client’s
perspective and you will always
be one step ahead of the
competition.
Don’t Waste My Time!
This last point on the client’s
wish list is a significant one.
Think of it this way—if you, as

a salesperson, do not have any
time to waste of your own, why
would you think a client does?
More than anything, clients
consider their time precious
and valuable and anyone who
wastes even two minutes of it
will suffer the consequences.
Remember that no one is more
important to the client than the
client him/herself and if you
waste their time you are
showing a lack of consideration
for that client as a human
being. If you insist on talking
about things that the client
does not care about or has no
interest in, not only will the
client tune you out, they are
more likely to make a buying
decision to go with someone
else! Be respectful of a client’s
time and they will be respectful

of yours. There is no better
time management tool in the
world.
When you take these five
points into consideration, you
are putting the client first.
Regardless of where you are
in the sales cycle, these “wish
list” items will keep you on the
straight and narrow and will
continuously tell the client that
building a relationship with
them is far more important
than meeting your numbers.
The best part of all is
recognizing that, with the right
approach and a solid client
focus, you can do both.

■
Spanish language
proficiency tests: Assessing
the capabilities of bilingual
job candidates
by Astrid Rial, President
Arial International, LLC
www.arialinternational.com
Importance of fully bilingual
employees
Every day we read or hear
about how companies are
targeting and capturing US
Hispanic customers. Currently
more than one person in
seven in the US is of Hispanic
origin and this group makes
up the largest minority group
in the United States, over 41
million people! In 2003,
Cheskin Research conducted

they are actually hiring qualified
bilingual candidates who can
communicate professionally in
English and Spanish?
Recruiting and hiring managers
at companies pursuing “Best
Practice” US Hispanic
customer care utilize language
proficiency assessments to test
verbal communication, writing
and/or translations skills to
objectively evaluate the
competency of job applicants
at the time of the interview.

a survey of 6,000 US
Hispanics and found that 76%
prefer to be marketed to in
Spanish. These consumers
reasonably expect that if they
read or hear an advertisement
in Spanish or receive a
solicitation in Spanish, they
can respond to the company
by telephone or in-person and
speak to a Spanish-speaking
representative. A qualified and
appropriately trained bilingual
team can lead to more sales
and satisfied customers.

Spanish-speakers in the US

Hiring fully bilingual
employees can be more
challenging than it appears
since Spanish speakers in the
US may be immigrants, or
first, second or third
generation Americans, for
example. Some Spanishspeakers speak Spanish as
their first language while
others’ first language is
English. Some Spanishspeakers were educated in
English, but speak Spanish
with their families and in their
communities or vice versa.
Therefore the business
dilemma for hiring managers is
that they may not be able to
distinguish between a casual
and a business Spanishspeaker simply by conducting
an interview in English and
reading the applicant’s
resume.

US Hispanics come from more
than twenty different countries
and use the Spanish language
differently. In addition there are
distinct geographic and
regional differences of how
Spanish is spoken in the US.
Just as in the English
language, there are diverse
dialects, accents and word
usage.
A challenging issue for
companies servicing US
Hispanic customers is
communicating in neutral,
professional “Business
Spanish” to all of its customers.
Employees and customers may
come from different ethnic and
cultural backgrounds and,
therefore, communicate
differently both in written and
spoken Spanish. To be an
effective communicator,
companies must become

How do companies ensure
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aware of the regional
differences in how Spanish is
used to effectively service
Spanish-speaking customers.
Many people who were born in
the US learned to speak
Spanish at home and are
unable to read or write fluently
in Spanish. Their
understanding of the Spanish
language may be limited. The
challenge this provides in the
workplace is that conversations
at home are colloquial.
Speaking to family and friends
about sports, television shows,
meals, etc., is very different
from conducting a telephone
conversation with a customer
to cross sell a product or
service, describe how to make
a payment using a check-byphone service, explain the
terms and conditions of a
contract or solve a billing
dispute.
Challenges bilingual
employees face
Many companies are located in
areas where there is a short
supply of Spanish-speaking job
candidates. But even if
applicants are abundant,
Human Resources managers
understand they must
determine the proficiency level
of Spanish and/or English
language skills prior to making
a hiring decision. Language

assessments that test verbal
communication, writing skills
and/or translation skills
evaluate the proficiency and
competency of the Spanishspeaker’s ability to
communicate.
If your company is servicing
multilingual customers, then
they expect equally excellent
service in whatever language
they speak. For those
servicing US Hispanic
customers, only the largest or
most specialized companies
are able to staff entire
departments or call centers to
handle calls in only one
language. Most bilingual call
center customer service,
telemarketing and collection
agents in the US handle both
English and Spanish calls
randomly throughout the day
so that companies can meet
service level goals, schedule
enough agents during peak
times and optimize the use of
inbound and outbound call
center technology. Therefore,
these call center agents must
be able to competently
communicate in both Spanish
and English and be proficient
in the specialized vocabulary
of your industry.

Assessments

speak Spanish or do not
speak proficiently enough to
be able to assess a
candidate’s capabilities;
therefore many interviews for
bilingual positions are
conducted in English only.
Without a language proficiency
test these managers must
base their hiring decisions on
trust that the candidate
actually speaks Spanish
competently and can conduct
a professional business
conversation in Spanish.

Challenges hiring managers
face

For example, our firm recently
assessed the verbal and
written skills of a Supervisory
candidate. The candidate had
previously worked as a
translator for a state
government office, therefore, it
would seem that his Spanish
language skills would be
proficient. In fact, although the
candidate was able to clearly
communicate verbally, he
failed the written test because
he did not use correct
grammar or vocabulary to
translate a simple paragraph.
The English-speaking hiring
manager had no idea of this
candidate’s deficiencies since
he did not speak Spanish.
Unfortunately, this is not an
unusual situation encountered
by companies in the US every
day.

Many recruiters and Human
Resources personnel do not

Language Proficiency

The objective of the language
proficiency testing process is to
assist recruiters and hiring
managers in screening and
selecting bilingual applicants
and to identify additional
language training or coaching
support that may be needed for
the candidate.
The most efficient Spanish
language verbal skills
communication assessments
are handled by conducting a
ten to fifteen minute Spanish
language telephone
conversation of the job
candidate at the time of the
interview. To objectively assess
candidates, assessment
professionals use a pre-written
survey or questionnaire of
open-ended questions in
Spanish. Questions that are
business oriented and
customized for the position will
provide the best indication of
how a candidate will perform
on the job, i.e. call center
representative candidates may
be asked questions about
handling telephone calls while
branch personnel may be
asked about experiences with
face-to-face communication. If
the position requires prior
experience, then the
assessment professional
conducting the telephone
interview may ask more
specific, technical questions
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about the company and/or
industry in Spanish. These
kinds of assessments are
particularly useful for fields
such as consumer credit,
insurance, mortgage loans,
banking, healthcare, etc.
The candidate is then
evaluated based on his verbal
communication skills, use of
proper grammar rules, correct
verb conjugation, utilization of
a wide variety of vocabulary,
whether or not slang, made-up
words or English words are
inserted into the Spanish
conversation and other
objective criteria. The hiring
manager receives immediate
verbal feedback and a written
evaluation report immediately
after the telephone interview
that scores the language skills
of the candidate in specific
categories. This information
can be used to make or decline
a job offer.
Writing skills assessments
require the applicant to
translate a simple paragraph or
answer an open-ended essay
question of a general or
specific topic related to your
company or industry. The
candidate must be able to
demonstrate he can write
grammatically correct
sentences, using correct
spelling, utilizing a variety of
vocabulary and communicate
ideas in an understandable

manner.
Translation skills assessments
require the candidate to have
a higher-level understanding
of both English and Spanish
than a writing test alone.
Translation skills tests that
require translations from
Spanish to English, English to
Spanish and corrections of an
poorly written piece will best
evaluate a translator’s abilities.
Depending on the skills
required for the position,
translation pieces may be of
general topics, specific to an
industry or technical in nature.
Because many bilingual
employees are required to
provide services to both
Spanish and English speaking
customers, assessing the
language skills of bilingual job
candidates in both languages
helps evaluate whether the
candidate is truly qualified for
a bilingual position. This
eliminates bias if this practice
is put into place for all bilingual
job candidates. Assessment
reports provide employers with
objective information
necessary to decide which
position the candidate is most
suited for and to qualify
individuals for a bilingual pay
differential.
Assessment results are the
most objective and least
susceptible to fraud when the

alcohol checks to screen job
applicants. These employers
know that the benefits of preemployment testing are better
quality employees, reduced
turnover, money saved and
they help weed out unqualified
applicants. Now companies
who service Spanish-speaking
customers have an additional
resource available: language
proficiency assessments to
objectively test the verbal
communication and writing
skills of bilingual job
candidates.

candidate completes the test
from the company’s offices
instead of calling from home
or another location.
Providers who do not require
an advance appointment are
the most flexible for recruiters
and hiring managers since no
planning is required and any
eligible candidate may be
assessed at the time of the
interview. Some assessment
services provide staffing for
job fairs and weekend and
evening appointments as well
as during regular office hours.

For more information about the
language assessment services
of Arial International please call
888-446-2331, send an e-mail
to astrid@arialinternational.com
or visit us on-line at
www.arialinternational.com.

Conclusion
Companies who pay a
bilingual pay differential
emphasize the importance of
conducting interviews in
Spanish and testing both the
Spanish and the English
language proficiency of the job
candidates to ensure their
verbal communication and/or
writing skills are professional
and appropriate for a business
environment. Currently the
amount companies pay for a
bilingual pay differential to call
center representatives ranges
from about $.50 to $1.00 per
hour.

■

NEWS

Genesys Announces IPEnabled Genesys Voice
Platform

for the Enterprise Market

SAN FRANCISCO – Genesys
Telecommunications
Laboratories, Inc., an Alcatel
company (NYSE: ALA, Paris:
CGEP), announced an IPenabled version of the
Genesys Voice Platform (GVP)

Many companies conduct
personality tests, clerical and
computation skills
assessments and drug and
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to serve enterprise customers
of all sizes. The new offering is
available now. The introduction
of the new IP-enabled
enterprise edition of GVP
supports Genesys’ strategy to
expand Internet Protocol (IP)
capabilities throughout the
Genesys Voice Platform
product portfolio.

Enterprises actively considering
migrating to IP can do so
without an extensive system
overhaul because the new IPenabled version of GVP allows
for time-division multiplexing
(TDM) and IP to coexist within
the same environment. Existing
TDM-based environments limit
the return on investment (ROI)
on contact center software due
to the inherent complexities
and high cost of ownership at
the infrastructure level. By
adopting an Open IP approach
being driven by Genesys,
enterprise customers can
maximize ROI on GVP, while
enhancing the customer
experience and increasing
customer retention.
“Enterprise customers that are
actively moving forward with IP
initiatives will find value in the
self-service and ROI
deliverables of the IP-enabled
Genesys Voice Platform,” said
Elliot Danziger, chief
technology officer, Genesys.
“With this new offering,
Genesys presents flexible IP

migration solutions to
enterprises of all sizes.”
###

IEX Receives Customer
Interaction Solutions®
Magazine’s 2005 CRM
Excellence Award
TotalView® Workforce
Management System Singled
Out for Helping Clients
Improve CRM
RICHARDSON, TEXAS: IEX
Corporation, a Tekelec
company (Nasdaq: TKLC),
announced Customer
Interaction Solutions magazine
has named its TotalView®
Workforce Management
system as a recipient of the
2005 CRM Excellence Award.
###
Syntora Signs Agreement
with Matrium Technologies
to Offer Real-time
Analytics and eLearning
Solutions to the Australian
Call Center Market

Toronto, Canada—Syntora,
Inc. announced an agreement
has been signed with Matrium
Technologies Pty Ltd, a
leading provider of contact
center solutions, to distribute
the company’s Agentivity
Analytics and eLearning

market by offering further
Workforce Optimisation suite of
products to the Australian
Market. Syntora’s Agentivity
Analytics and eLearning
solution allows us to go beyond
traditional workforce
management, to provide realtime analytics and eLearning to
call centers. This agreement
will serve to strengthen our
presence and leverage upon
our strong reputation in
providing workforce
management solutions.”

solutions. Under the terms of
the agreement, Matrium
Technologies will provide full
local support for Agentivity in
Australia.
The Australian contact center
industry is experiencing
continued growth. Increased
competition among companies
for skilled customer service
agents has pushed salaries
higher and placed a greater
focus on operational costs.
Syntora’s Agentivity helps
improve agent performance
through its Analytics and
eLearning modules offering
reduced operating costs year
to year.

###
Envox Worldwide Introduces
Envox CT ADE 8.4

“The distribution agreement
with Matrium Technologies
allows Syntora to take
advantage of the growing
international market for
analytics and eLearning
solutions,” said Henry Lach,
President and CEO of Syntora
Inc. “We are excited about the
opportunity to partner with
Matrium and to bring
Agentivity to the Australian
Call Center Market.”

Commitment to “best-in-class”
IVR development tool
reinforced as
VoIP support is expanded
WESTBOROUGH, MA –
Envox Worldwide, a leading
global provider of voice
solutions, announced the
availability of Envox CT ADE™
version 8.4, the company’s first
formal CT ADE product release
since it acquired the product
line from Intel in March, 2005.
One of the most widely used
interactive voice response
(IVR) development tools in the
industry, Envox CT ADE is a
collection of utilities that
enables developers to create
and deploy IVR applications

“Matrium Technologies is the
leading supplier of the
workforce management
solution IEX TotalView,” said
Anthony Pisani, General
Manager for Matrium
Technologies. “We are
expanding our presence in the
Australian contact center
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more quickly and easily than
using the Intel® Dialogic®
telephony APIs.
###
Symon‚ Releases Digital
Appliance for Video Networks

DALLAS - Symon
Communications, Inc., a
leading global provider of
employee and corporate
communications and enterprise
performance, workforce and
productivity management
solutions, announces the
general availability of its Symon
Digital Appliance™ (SDA-500).
The SDA series of advanced
network-manageable products
delivers digital signage and a
wide variety of broadcast
content to visual displays such
as televisions and plasmas,
while combining Symon’s
expertise in real-time data
collection and visual display
technology.
‘“We continue to
introduce business solutions
serving enterprises ‘from the
break room to the board
room™’ that are easy to use,
are more integrated and have a
lower total cost of ownership
for Symon customers,” said
Charles Ansley, Symon
Communications president and
CEO. “We are extremely
proud of our newest product

line in our broad portfolio, the
SDA-500 broadcast appliance.
minating the need for multiple
third party hardware and
software products to display
professional broadcast
content.”
###

North Carolina Vacation
Home Realty Firm

Chooses inContact to
Manage Inbound Toll Free
Calls
Salt Lake City, UT – UCN,
Inc. (OTCBB:UCNN), a
provider of on-demand contact
handling software and
business telecommunication
services delivered over the
UCN national VoIP network,
today that Seaside Vacations
of North Carolina has
implemented the UCN
inContact call handling suite of
applications to unify its four
business offices under one
common call handling system.

Seaside Vacations, founded in
1990 and headquartered in
Kitty Hawk, NC, operates four
realty offices in North Carolina,
managing over 324 mid-range
to luxury vacation homes in
the Outer Banks area. Prior to
implementing the UCN
solution, Seaside outsourced
the handling of its 25 inbound
toll free numbers to a call

Message Technologies, Inc.
Joins Microsoft Speech
Partner Program,
Expands with SALT Hosting
Environment

center service. Gordon Jones,
President, Seaside Realty, had
been investigating various
VoIP solutions with the goal of
taking that function inhouse
during office hours to better
manage the customer contact
experience and his call
handling costs.

ATLANTA – Message
Technologies, Inc. (MTI), an
industry-leading provider of
speech IVR hosting, services,
and solutions, announced that
it has joined the Microsoft
Speech Server Program as a
Voice User Interface Designer
(VUI), Application Developer
and Hoster. As a result of
joining the Speech Server
Program, MTI will offer
application hosting on Microsoft
Speech Server (MSS) 2004
R2, which is based on the
open industry standard Speech
Application Language Tags
(SALT). The adoption of MSS
and SALT by hosters such as
MTI will encourage the growth
of speech recognition solutions,
thus broadening industry-wide
options for speech application
developers.

“With the UCN inContact
solution,” said Jones, “we
were able to supplement our
existing Nortel PBX with
inContact ACD (automated call
distribution) capabilities,
manage our on-hold calls in
the network, and route
inbound calls to specific
functional groups.” Seaside
designed their system so that
25 toll free numbers get routed
to specific skill groups, such
as new reservations, existing
reservations or property owner
services. “The inefficiencies of
our old PBX and hunt group
technology kept us from
effectively handling our call
volume and prevented us from
sending calls to at-home
workers. Today we have a
much lower abandonment
rate, shorter hold times, and
quicker response times
because calls are routed to
the next available individual
within that skills group, no
matter where that person is
located – at- home or at one
of our four offices.”

This strategic
partnership merges the
functionality of the SALT
hosting environment with MTI’s
extensive hosting
infrastructure, which features
best-of-breed platforms,
redundancy and load
balancing, virtually eliminating
call failures. The combined
technology of MTI’s application
design, development, and
hosting services and the SALT
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hosting environment will allow
MTI to offer its customers
uniquely packaged and costeffective solutions. By adding
support for MSS, MTI will be
able to offer a more
consolidated hosting solution to
developers. In addition, the
MSS distinctive pricing model
allows greater flexibility to
smaller developers, as prices
are based per processor, not
per telephony port.
By offering the SALT
hosting environment in
conjunction with industry
standard VoiceXML hosting
platforms, MTI will make
available to customers a range
of hosting options not offered
through other industry-wide
hosters.

“MTI is committed to
providing the most flexible
hosted speech application
environment to our customers,”
said MTI President Darrell
Knight. “Adding Microsoft
Speech Server to our
infrastructure gives us the
ability to deliver the broadest
range of price and solution
variants on the market today.”
###

CollabGen has announced the
upcoming release of a series of
generic Technology White
Papers. Each part in the series
will categorize a major
component or set of

components as an integral
part of an overall
telecommunications
architecture (infrastructure,
systems and applications) and
will cover the major trends
including networks
convergence, TDM / IP
Telephony, portals, presence /
proximity, multi-modal and
collaborative communications.
If you are interested in posting
or distributing these White
Papers, please contact Ed
LaBanca at 877-726-2522
###
Merced Systems Joins
Genesys InterWorks Partner
Program
Redwood City, California Merced Systems, a leading
provider of contact center
performance management
systems announced
the company has joined the
Genesys InterWorks Partner
Program. Through the
InterWorks Partner Program,
Merced Systems will develop
tightly integrated
analytical applications with
Genesys’ products and make
them available to
Genesys customers.
The Genesys InterWorks
Program is designed to
facilitate technology
integrations with Genesys

access to the critical
operational insight they need to
make better, fact-based
decisions at every level of the
operation.”

products. Customers today
demand comprehensive
integrated solutions that
minimize risk, reduce costs,
and provide a fast
return on investment. Joint
customers will benefit from the
relationship between Merced
Systems and Genesys through
simplified deployments
reducing the cost, resources,
and time needed to implement
a joint solution.

###

Syracuse University to
Implement SER CPS
Enterprise Edition for
Targeted Fund Raising
Campaigns Across its
Thirteen Schools and
Colleges

Through the Merced
Performance Suite, joint
customers will have access to
contact center interaction data
from Genesys products such
as Genesys Info Mart, making
it easier to measure and
manage operational
performance. By deploying the
integrated solution, customers
will have access to:

Dulles, Virginia –
SER Solutions, Inc., a provider
of innovative software solutions
that help contact center
operators achieve
unprecedented efficiencies,
maximize workplace
productivity, and enhance
customer service, announced
that Syracuse University will
implement CPS Enterprise
Edition (CPS E2™) to manage
its targeted fund raising
campaigns across its schools
and colleges.

Highly personalized
dashboards and reports
Analytics to perform root
cause analysis Integrated
workflow linking data with
action to drive employee
behavior change
“We’re pleased to be working
with Genesys to deliver a
highly integrated
Performance Management
application to their customer
base,” said Mark Selcow,
President of Merced Systems.
“We look forward to providing
Genesys customers easy

A prestigious, private
research university founded in
1870, Syracuse University is
best known for its S.I.
Newhouse School of Public
Communications and Maxwell
School of Citizenship and
Public Affairs. Leveraging CPS
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Enterprise Edition’s flexible list
management capabilities
across all thirteen of its schools
and colleges, Syracuse
University will be able to easily
segment its alumni and parent
lists by donor type and provide
concise and specific fund
raising campaign information
tailored to meet the specific
needs of its colleges and
schools. Additionally, CPS
Enterprise Edition’s powerful
outbound dialing capabilities
will help to minimize the
amount of calls made to each
donor and improve overall call
quality.
“Syracuse University
has been using SER’s
outbound predictive dialers for
the past ten years. When it
came time to evaluate the nextgeneration of call management
solutions, it was apparent to us
that CPS Enterprise Edition
was clearly the best solution
available in the marketplace, “
said Brad Sobotka, Information
Manager of Annual Giving,
Syracuse University.
###
Amcat Contact Center Suite
wins CRM Excellence Award
Amcat’s Contact Center Suite
was awarded the CRM
Excellence award from
Customer Interaction Solutions

magazine in their July 2005
issue. The award features
how Amcat’s inbound &
outbound unified contact
management system has
enabled a growing online
mobile phone e-tailer, e2Save,
to take a proactive stance to
reduce customer churn. Using
the Amcat contact
management system, e2Save
contacts its large UK-based
mobile phone customers at
precise intervals. Each
contact is scheduled to reflect
a customer care issue
scheduled for the optimum
time in the relationship. These
contacts include: satisfaction
checks, upgrades, plan
changes, etc. Through its
inbound and outbound contact
strategy, e2Save has reduced
customer churn, one of the
biggest issues in the mobile
phone industry.
###
CallMiner Adds Web-Based
Reporting and Analysis
Capability to its Speech
Analytics Suite

FORT MYERS, FL. –
CallMiner Inc., a leading
developer of speech analytics
software for the enterprise
announced the immediate

create automated and ad-hoc
reports that extract intelligence
from any size audio archive.
The application provides critical
customer and agent
information that CRM systems
could not analyze.”

availability of CallMiner
Reportal, a web-based
reporting and analysis tool
enabling the creation of adhoc and automated reports
from within TrendMinertm and
Tireless Supervisortm. The
CallMiner Reportal acts as a
common interface and hub
within the CallMiner Analytics
Suite that publishes results
generated from TrendMiner
and Tireless Supervisor. The
Reportal is the first application
of its type that enables
managers and executives in
an organization to easily
format speech analytics
results into actionable
information.

###

The CallMiner Reportal
organizes and delivers results
customized to the end-users
requirements. The Reportal is
tightly integrated with
CallMiner’s Analytics Suite
making information contained
within calls available
immediately. Using Reportal,
end-users can easily construct
analyses based on ad-hoc
inquiries or use the tool to
format an automated report.

“CallMiner Reportal provides a
unified interface into
CallMiner’s Suite of
applications,” said Jeff Gallino,
CEO of Callminer. “The
Reportal enables users to
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The cost of these web
seminars is $275, or you
can attend all three for
$750.
An unlimited number of
students may participate
via a single web/audio
connection, making this a
cost-effective way to train
large groups.

CLASSIFIEDS/
ANNOUNCEMENTS
THREE-PART
TELEPHONE
ESSENTIALS FOR
YOUR FRONTLINE
STAFF
Send your frontline
staff to telephone skills
training without leaving
the building!
Learn how to:
Effectively open, close,
and transfer a call
Create professional voice
mail greetings and
messages that get results
Choose the right words
to turn negative
statements into positive
ones
Avoid “bad word”
choices
Handle complaint calls
Turn around an angry
caller
The Call Center School
brings this essential
training program right to
your call center – via the
Internet. Gather your
frontline staff – as many
as you want — for this

hugely popular three-part
training series.
Every single person in
your call center can
benefit from learning
these telephone basics
and you can send an
unlimited number of
students to class for 90
minutes each week for
one low price!
***

Other Ways to Learn
Prefer a classroom
environment for your
training program? Let our
faculty come to your site
to deliver a program to
meet the specific needs of
your staff.

July 21
First Class Phone
Manners: Top Five
Telephone Best
Practices

You can also license any
of our award-winning
content for use by your
own trainers. It’s a great
way to fill in the gaps of
your current training
program.

July 28
Winning Words:
Clever Conversation
Choices for Better
Communications

Information and
Registration
To register, simply call
The Call Center School at
615-812-8400 or go to the
website to register at
www.thecallcenterschool.
com.
***

August 4
Tyrant Turnaround:
Going from Difficult to
Delighted Callers

Cost
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ICCM CONFERENCE
& EXPO
September 25-28, 2005
The Bellagio, Las Vegas
www.iccm.com
Learn about performanceenhancing tools and
solutions that enable
contact
centers to not only control
costs and improve
efficiency but also to
optimize the effectiveness
and profitability of
customer interactions.
Attend ICCM to keep up
with the most current
advancements in your
field the performance of your
contact center depends on
it.
***

TOUCHSTAR
SOFTWARE
RELEASES DIAL-ONDEMAND
HOSTED SOLUTION
FOR AS LITTLE AS
$4/HOUR
TouchStar Software is
pleased to announce the
release of its new webbased dialer application:
Dial-On-Demand.

CLASSIFIEDS/
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Dial-On-Demand is easyto-deploy, affordable and
allows
users
to
immediately
realize
increases in productivity,
while providing agents
the tools they require to
deliver
exceptional
customer care. Call 866338-0678 or simply visit
www.touchstarsoftware.c
om/hosted.shtml to get
started today.

M.E.R., a premier
Executive Search Firm
in the Direct
Marketing, Call Center
(Customer Care and
Collections) BPO and
CRM/E-CRM
industries, recently
released a North
American Call Center
Report. Receive a free
copy (compliments of
Call Center Times) by
clicking here:
http://www.justcareers.co
m/NA-call-centerreport.html

CARAS Marketing &
Training Offer For July
2005

FOR ESPANOL,
PRESS ONE NOW
Shortcuts to sales, service
and coaching available in
3 information-packed
audio CDs. Special offer
of 25% discount when
you purchase “The
Twinset: Non-Intrusive
Prospecting/Selling by
Telephone in a Skeptical
World”. Free shipping
when you add “Next
Level Coaching”. Get a
quick preview of the
world’s most unique and
powerful strategies for
improving performance at
an unbelievably low price
at
www.carastraining.com.

In need of SPANISH?
We represent call centers
in South America, with
State of the Art
Technology ready to
serve you!
More than 5000 positions
ready if and when you
need them.
If you require inbound or
outbound service, 24/7,
or if you just require to
manage an overflow , we
are ready to serve you!
All our business relations
are managed from our
Corporate offices in
Atlanta, to help expedite
contracts, procedures,
claims and reduce
implementation times.
PRESS ONE NOW, the
leaders in Spanish call
centers.
Please contact us.... 1888-617-6020
***

***
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CALL CENTER TIMES tin# 75-2915747
P. O. Box 118451, Carrollton, TX 75011-8451
Bus. 972-395-3225 Fax 972-395-9205

Date: __________
Invoice #: 20513
Invoice #: 20423S

Date: __________

Rate
GuideRate
Sign
End-of-Year
GuideUp
Sign Form/Invoice
Up Form/Invoice
•
•
•
•
•

Call Center Book of Lists Directory

: (through 12/06)

Resource Directory/Call Center’s Buyer’s Guide

: (through 12/06)

Corporate Logo Promotion (Website & Monthly Newsletter)
Monthly Newsletter Classifieds Advertisement
Website Classifieds Advertisement:

: (through 12/06)

: (through 12/06)

(through 12/06)

Total Amount Due - $1,800.00
Return by fax to (972) 395-9205. Please note that all transactions are final. There will be no refunds.
COMPANY NAME/ Contact/Address/Telephone/Fax/E-mail:
For your convenience, we accept MasterCard, Visa and American Express credit cards.
Please indicate your method of payment:
____ MasterCard

_____Visa

_____American Express

Credit Card Number

Company Check

Expiration Date

Name as appears on Credit Card (Print Please)

Remit To:
Call Center Times
P.O. Box 118451
Carrollton, TX 75011-8451
Fax (972) 395-9205

Authorized Signature
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YELLOW PAGES

BRINKS HOME SECURITY, INC. - We are
looking for hard-working, enthusiastic
individuals to become part of the Brink’s Home
Security Team. We offer a variety of rewarding
and challenging career opportunities with
competitive salaries, an inspiring work environment, great benefits
and professional development opportunities.

(A Call Center Times’ guide to providers of
call center products and services)

AMCAT - Amcat software-based solutions power rapid, dramatic
increases in inbound / outbound and blended productivity, agent
professionalism, and campaign management flexibility.
Contact: E-mail Smart@amcat.com,
Web: www.amcat.com,
Toll Free: North America 1-800-364-5518;
UK +44 (0) 800 169 2028

All career opportunities may be found either at our corporate
headquarters, located in Irving, Texas, a suburb of Dallas/Fort
Worth, or at one of our sales and service branch offices located
across the United States as well as British Columbia, Canada.
If you’re interested in joining the Brink’s Home Security Team, we
invite you to visit our Career Center at
www.brinkshomesecurity.com for a list of available job openings.

AMTELCO - Create Custom WEB-BASED Agent Scripts Fast &
Easy With eCreator by AMTELCO eCreator Web-based
Scripting provides flexibility and freedom!
Contact:
Jim Becker
4800 Curtin Drive
McFarland, WI 53558
Telephone: (800)356-9148 or (608)838-4194
Fax: (608)838-8367
E-mail: jim@amtelco.com
Internet: http://ecreator.amtelco.com

CALL CENTER ASSOCIATES, INC.
- Call Center Associates, Inc. - Years
of operations and management
savvy gained through real world
experience led Call Center
Associates to develop a scheduling package alternative that
makes more sense for the majority of call centers than other
solutions on the market.
Contact:
Toll Free Telephone Number (US): 1-866-222-2363
General Information: info@callcenterscheduler.com
Customer Support: support@callcenterscheduler.com
E-mail: wayne.shaw@callcenterscheduler.com

AT RANDOM COMMUNICATIONS’ programs are designed to
provide objective, impartial observations to measure the quality
of service provided by your Representatives. Our research
services include, mystery calling and remote monitoring,
competition shopping and analysis, individualized coaching and
customer satisfaction surveys.
Contact: Cheryl Thibault at 860-672-0606 or cthibault@arllc.com

CARAS MARKETING & TRAINING - We
are a team of Trainers, Coaches, and
Management Consultants who spend our
time helping clients improve the quality
and quantity of customer care and sales
experiences. Since our inception in 1990,
we have worked with companies and
contact centers where confidence and competence needed
improvement by a deadline and within a budget.

BARBADOS INVESTMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (BIDC) BARBADOS – A Preferred Location For Your
Call Center Expansion. Barbados has
established itself as a reputable and
diversified international business center.
www.bidc.org
Contact: (305) 442-2269

Learn more about us at www.carastraining.com or contact Ronna
Caras (rcaras@carastraining.com) at 978.531.2022 x55.
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YELLOW PAGES

CHASE DATA CORP - Chase Data provides
complete turnkey solutions to customers that
require our expertise and experience in
Predictive Dialers and Call center technology.
Contact: Sales contact: Ahmed Macklai
Phone: 954-720-6242

GMT - GMT makes companies more profitable
through the effective use of their workforce by
combining leading edge technology with the
features most desired by customers.
Contact: Gordon McMahan, E-mail:
gordon@gmt.com
GN NETCOM - Delivering Value to
Contact Centers - GN Netcom delivers
added value to your contact center by
increasing the quality of customer interactions through superior
products and services.

COMMUNICO LTD - Communico partners with organizations to
help them build and sustain exceptional service cultures. The
heart of our commitment is the MAGIC® System. MAGIC, which
stands for Make A Great Impression on the Customer, is an
integrated system of assessment, customer service training and
consulting that ensures consistently exceptional service.

IEX CORP - IEX Corp., a Tekelec company, is
the leading provider of innovative productivity
solutions for contact centers.
Contact: leann.ratliff@iex.com

Contact:
Diane Berenbaum
Senior Vice President
Communico Ltd.
(203) 226-7117
Diane.berenbaum@communicoltd.com

http://www.iex.com/TotalView/overview.htm
InstantService
InstantService provides an
integrated suite of live
chat, email management,
knowledge base, website
analytics and lead capture solutions designed to increase online
sales and improve customer support while reducing contact center
costs.

ENVISION - Envision is a leading provider of contact center
software solutions that empower businesses to maximize every
contact with their customers.
Contact: Melissa Cole
Envision
520 Pike Street, Suite 1600
Seattle, WA 98101
Telephone: (206) 225-0800 ext. 500
E-mail: melissa.cole@envisioninc.com

Sales Inquiries contact www.instantservice.com
206-956-8000
sales@instantservice.com

GLOBAL RESPONSE CORP. - A pioneer in web-based call
center services, Global Response has gone on to become one of
the nation’s largest and most diverse contact centers serving
clients in the catalog, retail, healthcare, automotive, media and
finance industries.
Contact Information:
Global Response
Wendy Shooster, Vice President
777 S. State Road 7
Margate, Florida 33068
wendyl@globalresponse.com
954-973-7300 or 800-537-8000

MARASTAR COMMUNICATIONS - MaraStar
Communications develops and distributes
humorous animated training programs for
customer service and sales call centers.
Contact: http://www.marastar.com/tuycc.asp.
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coaching to individuals and teams.
Contact: Jim Brodo - jim.brodo@richardson.com

M.E.R. Inc. (McDaniel
Executive Recruiters) is a
highly specialized search firm
in the CRM, Direct Marketing,
Call Center, and Collections Industries. We specialize in sales,
marketing, operations and support function staffing.
Contact: Chad McDaniel
mcdaniel@justcareers.com
866-991-3555 (toll-free)

SCANSOFT - ScanSoft, Inc. is the leading supplier of speech
and imaging solutions that are used to automate a wide range of
manual processes - increasing
productivity, reducing costs and improving
customer service.
Contact: www.scansoft.com
SER SOLUTIONS, INC - Since 1989, SER
Solutions, Inc. (SER) has led the contact
center industry in delivering products that
significantly improve operational
efficiencies and agent productivity.
Contact: info@ser.com

PHONEPRO - Leaders in Telephone Skills
Training for 19 years, Phone Pro delivers
dynamic live web training as well as onsite,
customized training programs.
Contact: www.phonepro.com or give us a call at
800-888-4893

SNOWFLY PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES Snowfly Performance Incentives is an online
motivation, reward, and recognition solution
for call centers that integrates the science of
human behavior and the power of random
positive reinforcement.
Contact: 1-877-766-9359 – info@snowfly.com

PRESS ONE NOW - FOR ESPANOL,
PRESS ONE NOW
In need of SPANISH?
We represent call centers in South America,
with State of the Art Technology ready to
serve you!
More than 5000 positions ready if and when you need them.
Contact: 1-888-617-6020
sales@pressonenow.com
amiel@pressonenow.com

SHUMSKY - Shumsky is nationally recognized as an industry
leader not only in promotional marketing and advertising, but with
employee recognition as well.

PROCORE - ProCore Solutions provides call
center outsource services, employee training
and development programs, systems
developments and reengineering to improve
business processes, and a full range of
strategic staffing services to its clients.

To learn more about either of these
programs, please contact the Gold Team at
Shumsky.
800-326-2203 phone
937-223-2252 fax
goldteam@shumsky.com

Contact: Drew Brown
(678) 355-3588
www.procoresolutions.com

Synovate - Synovate, one of the
world's top research firms, is the
market research arm of global
communications specialist Aegis
Group plc. Across all our business
units, we constantly consider ways to
develop powerful new services, both through combined
interaction and through blue-sky thinking to produce inspired

RICHARDSON - Richardson is a leading sales training and
consulting firm. We deliver a blended learning solution both in
person or online that
incorporates a unique
process of high impact
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VXI Corporation
For over 16 years, VXI Corporation has
been a leading manufacturer of professionalgrade headset solutions for contact centers.
VXI's TuffSet and Passport headset systems
provide superior audio quality, durability and
comfort at an exceptional price.

marketing solutions, constructive client-service deliverables and
elegant systems.
Contact: deb.carmachel@synovate.com
www.synovate.com.
THE CALL CENTER SCHOOL (TCCS) - The Call Center
School (TCCS) provides a wide variety of training and education
programs for the call center professionals utilizing a variety of
delivery mechanisms:
Instructor-Led Courses
Web Seminars
e-Learning Programs
Contact: The Call Center School
568 Grant Highway
Lebanon, TN 37090
615-812-8400
info@thecallcenterschool.com
www.thecallcenterschool.com

Visit http://www.vxicorp.com or call our sales department at
800-742-8588.
WITNESS SYSTEMS - Witness Systems is a leading global
provider of performance optimization
software and services. The company
provides the contact center industry’s
first integrated performance optimization
software suite to help global enterprises
caputure customer intelligence and
optimize workforce performance.

THE CONNECTION - Open 24 hours a day, 365 days per year
and in business since 1981, our fully automated, state-of-the-art
call center equipment, and custom software enables The
Connection® to field thousands of calls daily for each client with
a high degree of professionalism and
customization.
Contact: Auralie Simi, Sales &
Marketing Specialist
11351 Rupp Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337
800-883-5777
952-948-5498 Fax
sales@the-connection.com

contact: psewell@witness.com
For more information about these companies, vist our Resource
Directory/Buyer’s Guide,
http://www.callcentertimes.com/news/buyers-guide-main.asp

TOUCHSTAR SOFTWARE provides the easiest to use and most
reasonably priced predictive dialing solution available, along with
robust inbound ACD features found in most high-end phone
systems.
Contact us now to find out
more. 866-338-0678
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Not your Predictable Predictive Dialer

tin# 75-2915747
P. O. Box 118451, Carrollton, TX 75011-8451
Bus. 972-395-3225 Fax 972-395-9205
Dear Vice-President of Sales/Marketing:

Here Is How We Can Help Increase Your Bottom Line!

_______ ‘2005 Call Center Book of Lists Directory’:
◆ 1,275 Call Centers Listed
◆ Each Call Center has at least One Decision Maker Listed
◆ Complete Contact Information
◆ 715+ E-mail Addresses

◆ The Directory is in CD-ROM (Excel Spreadsheet)

Cost: $425

◆ FREE Quarterly Updates

______ Resource Directory/Call Center’s Buyer’s Guide: This section of our website is the most elaborate advertising
program that we provide: Your company will be profiled on our website, www.callcentertimes.com, for 12 consecutive months
You will be listed in the Rolling Banner for 12 consecutive months
Cost: $517
______ Monthly Newsletter Advertisement:

Cost: $275

______ Corporate Logo Promotion (Website & Monthly Newsletter):

Cost $500

Simply check the applicable column(s) and return by fax to (972) 395-9205. Please note that all transactions are final. There
will be no refunds.
COMPANY NAME/ Contact/Address/Telephone/Fax/E-mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

❏ MasterCard

❏ Visa

❏ American Express

______________________________________________________________
Credit Card Number
Regards,
Nosa Eke, Publisher

_______________
Expiration Date

_________________________________________________________________
Name As Appears On Credit Card (Print Please) & Signature

Publisher: Nosa Eke • www.callcentertimes.com • Ph. (972) 395-3225 • Fax (972) 395-9205

